EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Some higher education institutions (HEIs) are developing their educational data mining and analytic capacities, while others are purchasing technologies to support their interests in analytics. These efforts involve a broad array of practices that many consider to be a form of learning analytics. Learning analytics are designed to improve student learning outcomes, provide students with just-in-time resources, and make predictions to direct student behaviors toward actions that lead to academic success. Institutions also use learning analytics to discover cost savings and to increase efficiencies. To support learning analytics initiatives, institutions are increasing both their collection of students' data and information and the types of student data they collect.

Learning analytics raises significant privacy issues, such as the potential for bias, racial and other discrimination, and reductive analyses that could compromise or even foreclose students' future education and job opportunities. The increasing collection of student data raises red flags about whether such practices invade privacy, but arguably more notable is the power that institutions gain over their students. Universities can use their ubiquitous data and technology infrastructures to capture student life and behaviors at a granular level, through techniques such as mandated digital learning systems and tracking students' locations via radio-frequency identification chips in their university ID cards. Institutional rules, norms, and expectations—all formally codified or verbally relayed—hold sway over students. The power differential between students and institutional actors, such as administrators, faculty, and staff, is immense. With learning analytics, institutions use data visualization, predictive measures, and targeted messaging to mold student behaviors in ways that potentially and negatively affect their autonomy and direct their choices. Students are mostly unaware of these techniques and cannot remove themselves from a university's network of technology. The result is that students have little agency to contest learning analytics driven by privacy-invading data practices and technologies.

Policymakers and higher education stakeholders could benefit from deeper understanding of student privacy, but there is scant literature explaining its value, and arguments rely too heavily on compliance with federal law. To foster this understanding, this brief explains that student privacy is rooted in contextual values and expectations, is critical to intellectual freedom, and supports students in their various institutional relationships. If learning analytics is to mature in alignment with the privacy protections and ethical practices that students and other stakeholders expect, HEIs must commit to the following actions:

› Higher education actors should review analytic initiatives for fairness, bias, and privacy problems.

› The academic community must reflect on the consequences of privacy-invading technologies, including their ability to prop up administrative interests.

› Stakeholders, including students, need to participate in the co-design of learning analytics to ensure an equitable, agreeable vision and implementation of the technology.
It is no longer abstract or far-fetched to think of higher education institutions (HEIs) as generators of massive amounts of data that can be analyzed. In years past, administrative conversations and edtech literature previously focused on a university’s potential to create big data (in the technical sense) and to capitalize on Big Data (in the sociopolitical sense). Today, HEIs increasingly have the skill sets and infrastructures to create large, minable data sets, and administrations increasingly want to restructure colleges and universities as data-focused, algorithmically driven institutions to reimagine teaching and learning. HEIs have opportunities to use big data to inform and improve their educational strategies, but these opportunities bring significant, undeniable social, political, ethical, and legal problems that education stakeholders should neither discount nor ignore. Chief among these problems is student data privacy, from which one could argue that most of these other social, political, ethical, and legal issues stem.

This policy brief begins with a description of learning analytics, with a focus on how such practices create student data privacy issues due to sociotechnical conditions (e.g., the conditions under which people and technology interact in organizational processes) (Section One). The brief addresses these conditions through two theoretical lenses: Goffman’s “total institutions” (Section Two) and Haggerty and Ericson’s “data double” (Section Three). The brief then situates student data privacy within a larger conceptual web of privacy values to highlight its unique, important characteristics (Section Four). Finally, the brief sets up a concluding argument: student data privacy is a collective responsibility, and there are opportunities to redesign learning analytics in accordance with student data privacy as a collective value (Section Five).
1. Educational Data Mining and Learning Analytics

Sometimes referred to as “educational data mining” or “academic analytics,” learning analytics is the larger term—both in terms of political influence and scholarly inclusion—that encompasses data design, aggregation, mining, and analytics (e.g., data visualization, predictive modeling, personalized systems) for myriad purposes, including personalized education, predictive advising, and automated interventions in learning behaviors. It is an interdisciplinary field that has “evolved around the idea of harnessing the power of digital technologies to collect traces that users leave behind, in order to understand activities and behaviors associated with users’ learning.” Since its inception around 2010, learning analytics has met serious critiques.

Institutional advocates of learning analytics, primarily but not exclusively the C-suite and other administrators, along with researchers in the field, have been dogged by the anxiety regarding the collection and use of increasingly granular and extensive data sets. Buckingham Shum and Luckin nicely summarize the unease: Some stakeholders wish to pursue evidence-based practice driven by analytics to improve higher education, a highly bureaucratic institution; others see such practices as the attempt to datify and quantify human life, a strategy that can never fully succeed. Such quantification of education—an extensively complex process—attempts to simplify learning to inputs and outputs in ways that cannot account for innumerable social and economic factors. The authors argue, in stark terms, that this tension between opposing parties exists in part because of a failure to communicate clearly about learning analytics: “If we do not want to see concerned students, parents and unions protesting against AI in education, we need urgently to communicate in accessible terms what the benefits of these new tools are, and equally, how seriously the community is engaging with their potential to be used to the detriment of society.”

The basic question of benefits versus harms (e.g., educational, financial, social, political, etc.) is central to the sustainability of learning analytics. On the face of it, students are the key beneficiaries, but the focus on efficiencies and political positioning increasingly seems to create benefits for institutions while limiting or even contravening students' individual and collective interests. In their systematic literature review of learning analytics evidence, Viberg and colleagues examined whether the field’s research verified the following propositions about learning analytics: it improves learning outcomes; it improves learning support and teaching; it is used widely, including at scale;
and it is used in an ethical way. Of 252 papers published between 2012 and 2018, 35 percent suggest that learning analytics improves learning support and teaching—not necessarily learning; 9 percent present evidence of improved learning outcomes; a mere 6 percent suggest that it is used widely; and only 18 percent address ethics or privacy. These findings are striking given the frequent rhetoric of learning analytics advocates who argue that its “transformative power” is worthy of immense investments by institutions (especially public universities) that often work under tight financial constraints.

The weak benefits of learning analytics lead us to question whether investments in data infrastructures and artifacts serving related goals outweigh the real harms, primarily those regarding student data privacy. Even if the learning outcomes of this technology have been or do become stronger, there are still defensible data privacy justifications that would limit wider adoption of learning analytics strategies. Before discussing what student data privacy is, however, we first need to understand how learning analytics modifies information conditions (i.e., structures supporting or denying acceptable information flow characteristics), thereby leading to data privacy risks. Two major conditional alterations exist, although others are relevant. First, learning analytics advances informational strategies that granularly observe and comprehensively profile students across time, physical places, and digital spaces. Second, learning analytics uses aggregated profile data to develop predictive models and algorithms, which are then used to intervene in students’ personal and academic lives. Both of these strategies are cornerstones of the long-term success of learning analytics.

2. Data Infrastructures for Total (Educational) Institutions

Learning analytics and its focus on observing and profiling students is best understood through traditional and digital sociological lenses. First, this section argues that HEIs are softer forms of Goffman’s “total institutions” made possible by emerging sociotechnical conditions motivated partly by learning analytics. Goffman’s Asylums laid out the general social arrangements of life, and described how individuals placed in mental health institutions (in the mid-twentieth century at least) lived stark experiences that contrasted with those arrangements. Unlike the so-called normal person unconstrained by institutional living and fully able to change routines and friendships, as well
as pursue personal and professional experiences according to their interests, institutionalized people were forced to live in one place and under one administration’s norms, rules, and expectations. Thus, institutionalized people were subjects of and subjected to an authority structure that materially, socially, and economically influenced—if not controlled—their lives. To be clear: HEIs are not the same as Goffman’s mental institutions, yet there are parallels that demonstrate the degree of control and influence these education programs hold over their subjects—students. And these programs are increasing this control and influence by datafying students’ lives.

At colleges and universities across the country, incoming first-year students relocate en masse from their family homes to the dormitories of their institutions. Even before they arrive on campus, their universities have begun the institutionalization process. Admissions records are transformed for the registrar and financial aid offices to include highly descriptive profiles of educational, personal, and financial information. University housing offices carefully match students as roommates based on personal interests and community designs. And advisors receive quotas of incoming students, for which they will share responsibility with faculty for each student’s academic success.

After arriving on campus, students begin their institutionalization process. They head to the campus union to be documented: their campus record is matched to their state identification card, their picture is taken, and then their new university identification card is printed with a scannable barcode on the back and an embedded radio-frequency identification (RFID) chip, which allows entry into secure locations. During orientation, students learn the institution’s norms and values through oral stories; at the same time, students are introduced to the rules and regulations posted on various university websites and in the student handbook. Students create their single sign-on accounts, which give them access to all of their university’s digital tools: wifi, email, calendar systems, library databases, the learning management system, and so on. They meet with their advisors, who communicate course schedules, how to navigate the campus, and emphasize that attention to coursework leads to academic success and staves off the financial ruin that could result from failing to earn their degree.

As the semester progresses, students better understand not only the university’s expectations but also those of each professor; for every professor seems to have their own norms and guidelines for academic and personal conduct. Students submit themselves to the social, academic, and even temporal ways of being a student in a given class, and attempt to succeed at an intellectual level while not running afoul of their professor’s protocols. During their courses, students are required to download certain applications, use particular tools at specific times, and participate in shared digital experiences with their peers. There are rarely opportunities to refuse or choose alternative digital learning experiences because the instructor chose these things, and instructors have the power to dictate learning designs.

One could narrate and illustrate much more about the social and technological construction of student life, but these general themes will do. Students must comply with institutional rules and regulations and must use the tools that the institution has designed and managed or subscribed to, including the ubiquitous information network on which students rely for access to the tools. Students do not have legitimate power over their universities-as-total-institutions, and the institution gains social and political strength by ensuring that the power differential remains lopsided in favor of its administrators, faculty, and other influential staff (e.g., advisors). Students still have some agency, for they can choose to remain at or leave their university. But even then, there are limitations because some students are geographically limited due to other responsibilities (e.g., to a job, to family members). Regardless, students have very little agency to demonstrate disagreement or enact protections against institutional influence.

All of this matters because of technological ubiquity and colleges’ and universities’ reliance on technology. Information and communication tools are not nice-to-haves; they are must-haves because universities can no longer support their educational mission or manage their large,
bureaucratic responsibilities without them. Students are expected to be always on, to stay connected to their university’s network, to access, to consume, to share information—and to manage their lives. Universities continue to advance their networking technologies in order to become smart universities equipped with an assemblage of sensors, cameras, and so-called intelligent voice assistants (e.g., Apple’s Siri, Google’s Alexa) to capture, analyze, and act on an array of data.

3. Profiling Student Lives and Predicting Student Outcomes with Data Doubles

Institutions’ power over their students and the network of technologies at their disposal enable the organizations to create stunning, granular student profiles. These profiles are in no way akin to traditional, paper-based education records; rather, they are increasingly a form of a “data double.” Citing Haggerty and Ericson, Galić, Timan, and Koops explain how such doubles are created and to what ends:

The body is first broken down, abstracted from its physical setting, only to then be re-assembled in different settings through a series of data flows. The result is a decorporealised body, more mobile and measurable than its physical counterpart, reassembled [...]. The data double constitutes an additional self, a ‘functional hybrid’ (Hier 2002, 400), serving foremost the purpose of being useful to institutions, which allow or deny access to a multitude of domains (places, information, things) and discriminate between people. The doubles flow through a host of scattered ‘centres of calculation’ (e.g. forensic laboratories, statistical institutions, police stations, financial institutions and corporate and military headquarters) in which they are re-assembled and scrutinised for developing strategies of administration, commerce and control.

While a useful explanation of a data double, the quotation’s focus on corporeality is limited. Homing in on the surveillance of a physical form does not explicitly address a core problem: the doubling of one’s self into digital form enables greater opportunities by those making and controlling the double to influence or even control one’s emotions, thoughts, and eventual speech acts. Moreover, Galić and colleagues focus on other actors (e.g., police, finance, military) who see and use the double to effect some outcome. What also needs to be considered is the consequence of seeing one’s own double. We take our mirror images for granted; we know they are visual representations
of ourselves, assuming we are not looking at a funhouse mirror with obvious distortions. But what of our virtual replicant, our data double? Do we take that for granted? Because so many interests affect its construction, including its accuracies, inaccuracies, and potentially misleading additions (e.g., predictive measures), we should criticize our data doubles when we encounter them. But that assumes we have the capabilities to recognize them when we see them and to ask useful questions about them.

The granular student profiles that HEIs create can become staggeringly robust data doubles, and these doubles enable learning analytics to maximize analytical insights. Individual profiles enable a deep historical view of a student’s learning activities, social engagements, demographics, and more. When analyzing specific segments of joined profiles, institutions can more carefully analyze subdivisions of their student body based on demographics (e.g., first-year students, minority students), behaviors (e.g., students who interact with the library, students who socialize in the union), and outcomes (e.g., students who successfully passed Statistics 101 and 201). Without access to these profiles, the analytical opportunities diminish significantly.

The data that drives learning analytics enables vast descriptions of students and their behaviors, but this descriptive work is typically not what has motivated its development. When using predictive measures and targeted interventions to influence student behaviors, adjust educational variables (e.g., instructional designs), and personalize learning to achieve the greatest effect, advocates care less about what has happened and more about influencing what can happen. Universities focus on and invest in their student retention activities, as lower-than-expected retention can lead to financial hardship and political fallout. Researchers have examined the effect of predicting that students will not be retained. Research has naturally focused on improving student success with predictive analytics, and numerous studies have attempted to identify variables that indicate at-risk academic behaviors or that advise students to enroll in courses in which they are predicted to succeed. Identifying weak academic behavior is one thing, but it matters not if no action follows. Therefore, much of the predictive learning analytics inquiry focuses on intervention practices that aim to influence the at-risk student’s decision-making processes and to provide more personalized education according to the student’s needs.

Identifying and intervening in students’ lives raises significant questions regarding statistical error and social consequences. Machine learning strategies and artificial intelligence technologies often drive the analytic measurements, raising the specter of statistical bias, issues of fair treatment, and concerns about discrimination. Numerous studies have exposed bias in educational data mining and analytics algorithms, especially when the models do not accurately represent the population studied (e.g., due to under-sampling). While still in its infancy, an emerging conversation in the learning analytics literature regards how to define fair practices and what such practices look like. Some see fairness as a matter of student treatment when institutions apply analytics, while others argue that fairness means balancing student interests with—or even prioritizing them over—institutional interests. Selwyn sees this as a good “first step” but worries it will lead to simple “ethics-washing,” where institutions proffer statements regarding their ethical principles but do not also validate that ethical practices take place. The problem of discrimination concerns whether students who have been profiled, analyzed, and categorized will receive differential and disadvantageous treatment based on the analytical categories in which an algorithm has grouped them. Scholes explains, “the disadvantage could include being required or encouraged to engage in unnecessary extra work that could also be an added expense (for example, being directed to take a bridging course).” Rubel and Jones provide another example of potential discrimination, describing how a prediction that 25 percent of students will fail a course results in differential treatment: the students ultimately receive less attention and support from their instructor and teaching assistants, since the instruction team determines that, according to the algorithm, those efforts would be for naught.

Data infrastructures and the learning analytics initiatives they enable HEIs to pursue raise myriad
ethics and policy-related questions, but they all seem to boil down to privacy. The core issue is that HEIs collect more data and information, disclose that information internally and externally to third-party actors (e.g., edtech), and craft analytic findings onto student profiles in order to influence students’ educational experiences and personal behaviors. While scholars have extensively cataloged the privacy problems, it is less clear why data privacy matters for students and how various actors within HEIs treat it.


The literature has documented the depth and breadth of theories explaining privacy’s intrinsic and instrumental value. Notably, work by Daniel Solove, Herman Tavani, and Helen Nissenbaum, among others, has helped practitioners and researchers make sense of the moral arguments explaining privacy’s value. With regard to students, especially university students, there exists no theory of privacy that serves as a useful tool of advocacy when students’ data privacy is questioned or at stake. More often than not, the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA) has served as an explanatory stand-in for student privacy, given how much institutional actors rely on it to justify or limit their information practices. But FERPA is not a theory and does not in any way explain why student data and information should be protected; in fact, FERPA is so ill suited to a big data world that whatever student privacy guidance and protections it used to provide have been significantly weakened. The freedom that FERPA allows HEIs, along with a commonly held view that students do not care about their privacy, has enabled some analytics advocates to create privacy-invading technologies and pursue analytic strategies that pose significant privacy risks. But research shows that students do care about their privacy, and just because laws or other policies allow invasive practices does not mean that HEIs should pursue such practices. Better understanding of why student privacy matters in the first place may help to establish stronger guardrails in policy, guide practitioners’ decision-making, and make technological design more ethical.

This brief proposes a hybrid approach to student data privacy that draws from three theoretical views. The hybrid explains why student data privacy has value and serves students’ educational needs beyond what a single approach could achieve. The first theory informing the hybrid is Helen Nissenbaum’s framework of contextual integrity, the second
theorist Neil Richards’s theory of intellectual privacy, and the third includes relevant relational aspects of privacy proposed by James Rachels.

Whether student data privacy is relevant to the context of higher education is not in question. Privacy is an embedded contextual value built into the overall mission of higher education, and it has normatively moderated the flow and ends of student data and information use for some time. In other words, informational norms mapped to student privacy have served to “regulate the flow of information of certain types about [students] from one actor (acting in a particular capacity or role) to another or others (acting in a particular capacity or role) according to particular transmission principles.” Actors, such as registrars and chief information officers, are attentive to student privacy as a primary component of their jobs; but so, too, are advisors, faculty, and librarians, among others—all of whom in various ways interact with students’ information, whose improper disclosure could be harmful. The problem with learning analytics is that it has raised numerous challenges to contextual integrity because traditional types and sources of student data and information have changed both in form and in function, and new actors have gained access (e.g., other HEIs working in tandem as a data consortium, edtech). Empirical research on students’ expectations and preferences vis-à-vis learning analytics has shown significant disconnects between what students want done with their data and privacy compared to what is being done, demonstrating that the integrity of the context is at risk.

Since privacy is an undeniable contextual value, what intrinsic and instrumental qualities make it so important to higher education that it warrants protection? Intellectual freedom is a key component. Pluralistic, diverse societies respect an individual’s right to create ideas, contemplate myriad points of view and facts, and speak freely. It does not matter to what ends such speech acts are directed (except in obvious cases, such as hate speech). Higher education enables students to develop the capabilities and capacities to do those things, but it requires unique conditions. Its commitment to intellectual freedom requires that its faculty and students participate in an educational experience free of influence, especially influence motivated by nonacademic goals (e.g., revenue enhancement, political favors). Privacy is an instrumental element of higher education’s commitment to intellectual freedom. According to Richards, privacy provides the “protection from surveillance or unwanted interference by others when we are engaged in the processes of generating ideas and forming beliefs.” Students in higher education need intellectual privacy protections to uphold their intellectual freedom now more than ever due to the fine granularity of institutional surveillance and intellectual interventions of learning analytics.

The final aspect of this hybrid approach to student privacy incorporates relational facets. Scholars note how privacy enables various relationships to emerge and be sustained (or how failure to protect the privacy of information ends relationships). Rachels argues that “there is a close connection between our ability to control who has access to us and to information about us, and our ability to create and maintain different sorts of social relationships with different people.” This aspect of student privacy is lacking in the literature, which is surprising given the types and degrees of relationships students develop with institutional actors. Students often develop close connections with their instructors. Those instructors can act as mentors or even confidants. Similarly, students work closely with their academic advisors to address academic and professional goals and the variables that may affect their ability to achieve those goals. These conversations incorporate more than just grades; they touch on aspects of family life, financial concerns, and social struggles, among other topics. Resident assistants (RAs), who are often students themselves, are responsible for students’ safety and for community building within dormitories. It is part of an RA’s ethos to develop relationships with their residential community members, which can enmesh them in the residents’ personal lives, to provide timely resources and support.

The literature reveals many examples of these types of institutional actors gaining access to sensitive data and information, but students are mostly unaware of data dashboards and other
informational tools. Because of this information asymmetry, students cannot develop relationships by selectively disclosing information and with appropriate awareness of how others use, analyze, and store their information. As Rachels writes, “we have good reason to object to anything that interferes with these relationships and makes it difficult or impossible for us to maintain them in the way that we want to.” There are valid reasons to restrain the development and use of analytic tools if they negatively affect a student’s ability to build important relationships with key institutional actors, especially when analytics allow those actors to develop preconceived and/or incomplete notions about students before getting to know them as individuals and students.

5. A Shared Value, a Community Responsibility

The desire to increase efficiencies, to decrease costs, and to prove value to various stakeholders has led modern HEIs to redirect and invest their limited resources into learning analytics and other data initiatives. The result, as described above, has decreased student privacy and increased the possibility of harm to students, notably to their autonomy and intellectual freedom. Some may point fingers to determine the root cause: politicians, provosts, chief information officers, legal counsel, federal and state law, progenitors of learning analytics, data science advocates, and so forth. But such finger pointing does not help to resolve the possibilities of harm. Since student data is critical to much of the work that faculty, staff, and administrators do, there is no room to suggest that student privacy is the responsibility of just one person or one office. The choice to use and the duty to protect students’ information is the responsibility of all in the academic community, but how does that responsibility play out? How do education stakeholders protect privacy?

First, learning analytics and other data science-driven actions are reductive activities. They expose student life for analysis and then drill down to various aspects and variables that best fit a model (e.g., a prediction, a pathway to a desired outcome). These practices reduce the richness of students’ lives; they are a form of statistical erasure. The academic community needs to assess whether the exposure of students’ lives is acceptable and the subsequent reduction is justifiable. These decisions should not be left to technology vendors or powerful administrators. Each application of an
analytic must be evaluated for its consequences regarding the fair treatment of students and discriminatory results that can ensue. Reflecting on reductionism in learning analytics, Rosé writes,

Are analytics necessarily reductive, decontextualized, and opaque/uninterpretable/inscrutable? These qualities can certainly be true of analytics. But are they necessarily true? We have a choice about the extent to which we take up a reductive position on the spectrum in our analytics work. 38

Rosé is right: There are choices. The academic community should require that an analytic be, to the extent possible, auditable and triangulated with secondary research (e.g., related statistical inquiry, qualitative methods) before the community accepts it. Review committees should establish standards for auditing and heuristics for determining whether an analytic is acceptable. These committees should include various stakeholders who hold diverse intellectual expertise (e.g., philosophers alongside data scientists) and should reflect a campus’s diverse community and all the experiences and perspectives that diversity represents.

Second, learning analytics is usually an expression of administrative power and a tool to achieve administrative interests. Administrators, such as chief information officers and directors of educational technology offices, determine the technologies its faculty will teach with and, subsequently, the environments in which students must participate. Legal counsel enact policy and contractual agreements that govern the flow of student data and information. Selwyn argues that these actions are often not in alignment with core educational needs:

[A] key question to ask of any instance of data collection and analysis (such as Learning Analytics) is ‘what [is] the underlying intent here?’. I would argue that for all its talk of ‘influencing learner decision-making’, ‘supporting learner choices’, or ‘informing teacher actions’, Learning Analytics is fundamentally concerned with control and the exercise of power. What one person might see as offering ‘support’, is what another person might experience as being ‘screwed’. 39

The academic community should ask key questions about learning analytics initiatives and identify who is pushing their integration into the teaching and learning environment. These questions must challenge those in power who make claims about learning analytics but have little evidence that the technology’s efficacy outweighs the investments and potential harms. Furthermore, the academic community must carefully consider how learning analytics and other data projects attempt to calculate and reform academic labor and student support systems by 1) making student life granularly accessible and analyzable and 2) forcing faculty and staff to perform according to narrowly defined metrics.

Finally, the most important point: the academic community must rethink the development and evolution of learning analytics in order to protect students and their privacy—and must actively participate in the design of learning analytics tools and the goals at which they are directed. No successful implementation of learning analytics infrastructures and artifacts is possible unless faculty, staff, administration—and, yes, students—frame their construction according to the core educational mission and with a shared, collective vision. That vision may accept some forms of learning analytics and reject others, but at least the vision will reflect joint development instead of administrative force.
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